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Single gauge system field mounted at the top 
of the pile to measure strain and acceleration 
after each blow.  
(Non-controlled field process) 

Obtained only at the top of the pile. Tip stress 
measurements are only estimated. Conse-
quently, cushions are changed whether need-
ed to or not, and this costs the contractor time 
and money.

Damping factor is assumed as a constant 
value during driving with PDA. This makes 
post-driving analysis of damping using 
CAPWAP necessary. This results in delays, and 
costs the contractor time and money.

As above, CAPWAP is necessary to separate 
end bearing and skin friction. CAPWAP results 
are not accurate, and the off-line process slows 
down construction significantly. 

Since production piles are driven with an 
approximate method of Driving Criteria; end 
bearing is only estimated.

For each re-strike, PDA equipment has to be 
brought to the site and gauges have to be 
attached to the pile top. This process is highly 
inefficient, and costs the contractor time 
delays. 

Since production piles are driven with an 
approximate method of Driving Criteria; 
during re-strike the pile has to be driven for 
many blows to mobilize the total capacity. This 
process may require a bigger hammer, and 
may also damage the pile in the process. Also, 
true pile capacity is never known, making piles 
unnecessarily longer.

Test Piles are designed longer and are driven 
deeper. Based on PDA and CAPWAP results, 
production pile lengths are determined and 
cast. This process delays construction. Also, 
production piles are driven based on Driving 
Criteria obtained from test piles. This is an 
approximate method, so production piles are 
cast longer. This process results in extra pile 
lengths and more time to drive piles, resulting 
in higher construction costs.

Using the PDA’s BETA method alone has been 
determined through field studies in some 
cases to sometimes be unreliable in assessing 
pile integrity.

Embedding intelligence
into the core of infrastructure.

Description
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End of Driving 

End bearing (also called 
Tip Capacity or Static 

Resistance) 

Re-strike after initial 
driving 

Skin friction

                  Test Piles 
            Production Piles 

               Pile Integrity 

PDA EDC 
Dual gauge system embedded in the top and 
bottom of the pile during casting to measure 
strain and acceleration after each blow. (Under 
mfg. quality controls)

Obtained internally both at the top and bottom 
of the pile by the embedded gauges. Stresses 
are measures at the top and also at the tip and 
cushions are changed only when needed. This 
saves both time and money.

Damping factor is calculated in real-time 
during every hammer blow using measured 
tip and top data. This process speeds up 
construction for the contractor.

EDC uses accurate method of failure criterion 
such as Davisson to calculate static resistance 
vs. displacement to obtain static resistance. 
Pile end bearing is obtained in real-time for 
every hammer blow giving the contractor 
accurate information quickly thus eliminating 
extra driven pile length and saving time.

Because of the permanently embedded 
internal gauges, it is easy for the contractor to 
re-strike at his convenience. 

During re-strike, only a few blows are needed 
to mobilize the skin friction of the pile. This 
value is added to the EOD end bearing capacity 
to get the total pile capacity. True capacity 
of the pile is known, and piles are just long 
enough to obtain the design capacity.

Every EDC pile is a tested pile. Therefore 
during design, piles don’t have to be designed 
longer. During initial driving, accurate end 
bearing is measured. Also, in taking advantage 
of pile freeze, enhanced skin friction can be 
measured using re-strike. Piles are also driven 
faster using measured stresses. This saves 
time and material.

Embedded gauges detect static pre-stress-
changes much in advance allowing for reme-
dial measures and ensuring quality of the pile 
foundation.

BENEFITS OF EMBEDDED DATA COLLECTOR (EDC) OVER PDA 
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At the core of the citizen experience are sensor 
technologies buoyed by public resources like 

energy, transportation and water. Frost & Sullivan 
estimates the Smart Cities market to clear the 

$1.5 trillion mark by 2020 with 34% of this market 
being contributed by Smart Buildings, Smart 

Infrastructure and Smart Transportation. These 
segments are being addressed by Smart Structure’s 

complete smart infrastructure solutions.

Concrete is no longer mute.
Real-time metrics that trigger automated safety 
alerts and need-based maintenance protocols.
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About Smart Structures
Smart Structures is a mature high-tech company started over 10 years ago focused on 
usingsmart sensor technology to meet the structural data needs of owners, builders, 
operators, insurersand financiers of civil infrastructure. The original research was 
developed by Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the University of Florida 
and licensed to Smart Structures. Thesensor technology for deep foundations is well 
established and has been proven on more than 100 bridges. Several new application and 
products are currently in development throughcollaboration with strategic partners. Now 
in its sixth generation, Smart Structures sensors,software and supporting hardware are 
supported by 8 patents in 32 countries and are recognized by leading US Federal and 
State organizations.

Making the invisible visible

Telemetry stations that receive and process data from the wireless sensors. We currently offer two 
Data Gateway options - a Workstationstation  geared for users on the jobsite, and one configured 
permanently on project site for remote user access. Both Data Gateways are packaged with highly 
sophisticated proprietary application software as well as a permanent wireless link to the Internet 
usingg  4G/LTE cellular technology.

Smart Structures recognition and implementation 

Complete smart infrastructure solutions
Wireless sensors
A range of sensors that provide critical metrics and parameters aiding the design, 
construction and management of civil infrastructure. These sensors may be cast directly 
into wet concrete or attached to the exterior of the structural element depending on the 
application. We are pioneers in developing the expertise required for embedding sensors in 
concrete and to keep themem  operative through the extreme environment of curing and 
construction.n.  Smart Structures will offer various sensors that measure load capacity, stress 
levels, concrete curing quality, temperature, vibration, corrosion, detection of cracks and 
movement between elements.

We provide long-term data storage, analytics and reporting dashboards for 
data collected by the wireless sensor networks. The dashboards convert the 
data of thousands of sensors into intelligent actionable information for 
owners, engineers, contractors and infrastructure operators.

Data Gateways

Online data and information services

Structural visibility is enhanced as Smart Structures provides the userser 
 clearer insights into the physical parameters of their structure wholly and at an 
element level too. Embedded and externally affixed sensors send data on demand to the user 
allowing for critical decisions to be made based on precise measured metrics. Previously a lot 
of these parameters could not be measured or monitored. The availability of skilled personnel 
determined when inspections were made. Availability of this critical data through clearr  and 
understandable dashboards represents a paradigm shift in ove management of civil infrastructure.
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